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Teaching Communication Technologies and

Standards for the Industrial IoT? Use 6TiSCH!
Thomas Watteyne, Pere Tuset-Peiró, Xavier Vilajosana

Sofie Pollin, Bhaskar Krishnamachari

Abstract—The IETF 6TiSCH stack encompasses
IEEE802.15.4 TSCH, IETF 6LoWPAN, RPL and CoAP. It is
one of the key standards-based technology to enable industrial
process monitoring and control, and unleash the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT). The 6TiSCH stack is also a valuable
asset for educational purposes, as it integrates an Internet-
enabled IPv6-based upper-stack with state-of-the-art low-power
wireless mesh communication technologies. Teaching with
6TiSCH empowers students with a valuable set of competences,
including topics related to computer networking (Medium
Access Control operation, IPv6 networking), embedded systems
(process scheduling, concurrency) and wireless communications
(multi-path propagation, interference effects), as well as
application requirements for the IIoT. This article discusses how
the 6TiSCH stack can be incorporated into existing and new
curricula to teach the next generation of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science professionals designing and deploying
such networks. It also gives a comprehensive overview of the
6TiSCH stack and of the tools that exist to support a course
based on it.

Index Terms—IEEE802.15.4 TSCH, IETF 6TiSCH, 6LoWPAN,
RPL, CoAP.

I. INTRODUCTION

All signs indicate that the “Industrial Internet of Things”

(IIoT) revolution is upon us. This revolution relies on ubiqui-

tous low-cost sensor- and actuator-enabled devices with con-

strained computational capabilities that operate autonomously

and are connected to the Internet through low-power wireless

communication technologies. The deployment of such devices

within the factory floor will bring together OT (Operation

Technologies) and IT (Information Technologies) and enable

industrial process monitoring and control applications. It is

therefore of great importance to train the next generation

Electrical Engineering (EE) and Computer Science (CS) pro-

fessionals on these low-power wireless communication tech-

nologies and standards that will be used to connect devices to

the Internet in the industrial space.
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We have observed a rising trend to use Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11)

and the IPv4 stack as the communication standards to teach

IIoT-related courses. We acknowledge that there are many

benefits to using Wi-Fi and IPv4 for such purpose, including

the fact that Wi-Fi connectivity is ubiquitous, and that IPv4

is still the de facto protocol stack to connect to the Internet.

However, if the focus is on connecting devices to the Internet

for industrial applications, then this approach is flawed for

several reasons. First, Wi-Fi is not low-power and it does

not provide the determinism and robustness levels required by

industrial applications, thus limiting its applicability. Second,

the IPv4 stack has been superseded by the IPv6 stack, which

provides several advantages in terms of simplicity, scalability,

efficiency, quality of service and security. Third, chips imple-

menting Wi-Fi and IPv4 are typically provided as a black box,

thereby limiting the opportunities to learn how they operate at

the lower levels.

In contrast, standards for low-power wireless communica-

tions specifically targeted at the IIoT are reaching technical

maturity and being adopted by industries around the world.

One particular set of standards is being developed by the

IETF 6TiSCH standardization Working Group. 6TiSCH builds

upon the IEEE802.15.4 TSCH link-layer without changing

it, and combines it with an IPv6-ready “upper stack”. The

result is the best of both worlds: industrial-grade performance

and ease of integration into the Internet. Despite the fact that

the standardization process is not finished, there are “pre-

6TiSCH” products already available on the market, such as

Linear Technology’s SmartMesh IP.

Compared to the Wi-Fi/IPv4 approach, there are several

elements that make 6TiSCH an ideal match to teach how to

connect devices to the Internet. First, it is based on truly low-

power wireless mesh communication technology that has been

validated in the industry for the past decade. Second, it is

based on next-generation Internet standards currently being

developed, which allows to follow the standardization process

and learn from it. Third, it is a simple yet complete stack,

making it easy to understand the basic concepts but, allowing

to go deep into protocols and the implementation details.

This article shows how 6TiSCH can serve as an accelerator

for students to learn a fully standards-based communication

stack, and get familiar with key IIoT protocols.

II. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF 6TISCH

This section offers an overview of 6TiSCH, discussing both

the protocol stack (Section II-A), its relevance and success

stories (Section II-B).
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Fig. 1. The IETF 6TiSCH protocol stack, composed of IEEE 802.15.4,
IETF 6P, 6LoWPAN, RPL and CoAP.

A. The 6TiSCH Protocol Stack

Fig. 1 shows the 6TiSCH protocol stack. It is composed of

standards developed by the IEEE1 and the IETF2. Together,

these standards achieve IPv6-based end-to-end connectivity

while meeting the determinism, robustness and low-power

operation required for battery-operated devices targeted at

industrial process monitoring and control applications [1].

This section provides a brief introduction to each layer in

the 6TiSCH stack – from the bottom up – highlighting the

educational potential of each.

IEEE802.15.4 defines the physical and data-link layers for

low-power wireless communication between battery-operated

devices. It offers an appropriate trade-off between transmit

power (0-10 dBm), data-rate (250 kbps) and maximum pay-

load size (127 bytes). The new IEEE 802.15.4 Time Slotted

Channel Hopping (TSCH) mode is targeted at demanding

industrial applications. TSCH combines network-wide syn-

chronization and channel hopping to achieve over 99.999%

end-to-end reliability and over a decade of battery lifetime.

TSCH is a basic yet complete link-layer protocol to teach

students the basics of multiple channel access, frequency

diversity, scheduling and coexistence. It trades-off throughput

with packet error rate and delay, by scheduling more or

less redundant transmissions. Students can derive equations

and perform simulations to learn how to do the performance

analysis of TSCH-enabled networks of various sizes.

The IETF 6top Protocol (6P) [2] is being standardized by

the 6TiSCH Working Group. It defines a distributed scheduling

protocol whereby neighbor nodes negotiate to add/remove

one or multiple cells in the TSCH schedule. Each cell is

a “communication opportunity” for the neighbor nodes to

exchange a link-layer frame. Adding more cells increases the

bandwidth and lowers the end-to-end latency, while at the

same time increasing the nodes’ power consumption.

6P is a simple protocol which allows students to not only

see how the TSCH schedule is managed “down to the wire”,

1 https://www.ieee.org/
2 https://www.ietf.org/

but also touch upon notions such as schedule consistency,

network stability and network churn.

IETF 6LoWPAN [3] allows long IPv6 packets (up to 1280

bytes) to fit into short IEEE802.15.4 frames (at most 127

bytes). It is composed of two main mechanisms. First, it

defines rules for compacting the IPv6 header. This is done

by (1) removing fields that aren’t needed, (2) removing fields

which always have the same contents, and (3) compressing the

IPv6 addresses by inferring them from link-layer addresses.

The result is that the 40-byte IPv6 header gets compacted

down to a couple of bytes in the most favorable case. A Low-

power Border Router (LBR) sits at the edge of the low-power

wireless network and is responsible for doing the transparent

IPv6→6LoWPAN and 6LoWPAN→IPv6 translation: a com-

puter outside the low-power wireless network interacts with a

low-power wireless directly with its IPv6 address. Second, it

defines fragmentation rules so multiple IEEE802.15.4 frames

can make up one IPv6 packet.

6LoWPAN allows the students to really understand every

single bit in the IPv6 header, and feel the power of the Internet.

That is, once the devices implement 6LoWPAN correctly and

the LBR is running, just by injecting a correctly-formatted

packet into the Internet, the tiny low-power wireless device

sitting on the student’s desk can be interacting with a computer

half-way around the globe.

IETF RPL [4] is an intra-domain routing protocol for low-

power wireless mesh networks. RPL organizes the network

into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) rooted at a gateway

device that connects to the Internet. As other distance-vector

protocols, devices regularly advertise their distance to the root,

allowing neighbors to compute their own.

Despite being “simple” (there are only two required

packet formats), by playing with RPL students can understand

the complexity of maintaining a coherent multi-hop routing

structure in a network made up of “lossy” wireless links.

IETF CoAP [5] is the “HTTP for constrained devices”. It

turns every low-power wireless device into a web server and

a browser, and allows web-like interactions. A constrained

node can publish its sensor readings onto a server on the

Internet or a smart-phone can operate smart blinds, all by using

the communication paradigms of the Internet. Extensions to

popular browsers and open-source libraries make adding CoAP

support to an computer application easy.

CoAP is not particularly complicated from a protocol

point of view; it’s header is 4 bytes long and it is “just” an

application protocol. But by using this protocol, students can

“put everything together” and really get that interacting with

a 6TiSCH devices is just as easy as interacting with a web

browser. Moreover, thanks to standardization, there is no need

to learn exotic protocols, as third party libraries and tools are

readily available.

B. Success Stories and Relevance

The 6TiSCH stack does not come out of thin air, it is the

result of a rigorous multi-year standardization effort.

6TiSCH is the latest generation of protocols exploiting

TSCH technology, and inherits from the lessons learnt from
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the TSMP (2006, proprietary protocol), WirelessHART (2008)

and ISA100.11a (2011).

Since its formation in October 2013, 6TiSCH has followed

the rigorous IETF standardization process. 398 people –

with a mix of technology providers, end-user companies and

academics – follow the standardization activity of the group

through its mailing list and periodic face-to-face and online

meetings.

Several companies have commercialized or are preparing

“pre-6TiSCH” products. One example is Linear Technolgy’s

SmartMesh IP product line. A vibrant community has built

around 6TiSCH, with open-source implementations, open

hardware platforms, open testbeds, “pre-6TiSCH” commercial

off-the-shelf solutions, simulation platforms and other tools.

There is a clear momentum behind the 6TiSCH stack. From

an educational perspective this means that it makes sense to

teach 6TiSCH to the next generation EE and CS professionals,

facilitated by a wide availability of tools and implementations.

One challenge is of course that the standardization activity is

ongoing, which means the technology might still evolve.

III. IIOT COURSE OBJECTIVES

The topic of “Industrial IoT” is an educational goldmine.

A course of IIoT should be targeted at advanced undergradu-

ate or graduate levels. It can target both Electrical Engineering

(EE) and Computer Science (CS) students, and can be taught

to mixed groups. Ideally, pre-requisites include a classical

computer networking, computer architecture, computer pro-

gramming and digital electronics. Depending on the type of

course (see Section V), some of these requirements can be

lifted, at the cost of more “hand-holding” the students.

Probably the most specific of an IIoT course – and a

key differentiator with other courses at that level – is its

systems nature. That is, the course will allow the student

to “put everything together” and build a minimal, but fully

functional device, that connects the physical and digital worlds

by interfacing physical sensors and actuators to a micro-

controller and that interacts with other devices on the Internet.

During the process, the student will be able to get his/her hands

on the complete chain (hardware, software, standards) and put

his/her prior knowledge to test.

One important limitation of 6TiSCH is that standardization

is still underway, so the technical specifications the students

will be working on might not be stable.

A. Core Educational Focus

There are 3 core educational focus points to an IIoT course.

Core Focus 1: Medium Access Protocols. What makes

6TiSCH different from other low-power wireless technologies

is the fact that it uses TSCH technology. Hence, a good first

focus point are Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols. In

particular, the first goal is to teach the students about the main

challenges of building a reliable low-power wireless network:

multi-path fading and external interference. The instructor can

then touch upon TSCH, the technique used to achieve both

channel hopping (to bring reliability) and low-power operation.

Core Focus 2: Standardization process. Based upon Core

Focus 1, the course can then focus on the standards which

exploit channel hopping and synchronization. This discussion

is a great way to introduce the standardization process: What

are the main standardization bodies? Who contributes to them

and for which reasons? It is a good idea to highlight what

makes the IEEE and the IETF different, but stressing the

point that they both contribute equally to building the Internet.

Somewhat counter-intuitively, standardization is usually well-

received by students who appreciate learning about what it

takes to turn an idea into inter-working devices. 6TiSCH still

being standardized is a great opportunity to learn about the

process, as standardization happens.

Core Focus 3: End-to-end systems. The goal of any IoT

system, including the IIoT, is to connect low-power wireless

devices to the Internet. Probably the most important focus in a

course is to take a systems approach and build an end-to-end

system. Students are usually very engaged when “seeing it all

work together”. It is therefore important to spend some time

discussing the back-end system (including turn-key solutions

such as MQTT, Node-Red, Thingworx or IBM Bluemix).

B. Optional Educational Focus

An additional 3 focus points can be added as an option to the

course, depending on the students’ background and interests.

Optional Focus 1: Low-level programming (for CS). CS

students usually enjoy getting to the bottom of a computer

system, and the embedded nature of an IIoT system is a

great example. The availability of open-source implementa-

tions (Section IV-A) are a great opportunity to discover the

inner-details of embedded operating systems (concurrency,

task switching, memory footprint) and low-level peripherals

(timers, communication buses, radio transceivers).

Optional Focus 2: Hardware (for EE). IIoT devices are

low-power wireless and battery operated in the vast majority

of the cases. They consist of a micro-controller and radio

connected to sensors and actuators. Hence, they present a

unique opportunity to delve into the design of low-power cir-

cuits (including the trade-off between performance and power

consumption when choosing a micro-controller and a radio

chip) and the integration of sensors and actuators. Advanced

groups can even go through the exercise of manufacturing and

characterizing a printed circuit board.

Optional Focus 3: Security (for CS and EE). The cyber-

physical nature of the IIoT, combined with the critical re-

quirements of industrial applications it is used in, makes the

importance of security clear to the students. With IIoT, it is

important to stress that security does not come as an optional

add-on, but must be built in from the start. As with all systems,

security is built into every layer of the protocol stack, including

link-layer (CCM*), transport (DTLS) and application (object

security). A security focus point should contain an overview

of these different levels, and some hands-on exposure to at

least one of them.

IV. TOOLS AND RESOURCES AROUND 6TISCH

This section serves as a listing of the 6TiSCH-related tools

and resource available to the person teaching IIoT using
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6TiSCH. We only list the tools and resources the authors

of this article have either used for teaching, or have directly

contributed to.

A. Open-Source Academic Implementations

As detailed in [6], 6TiSCH is now supported by the three

major open-source low-power wireless stacks:

OpenWSN3 [7] is an open-source implementation specif-

ically targeted at 6TiSCH. It was started at UC Berkeley in

2010, and has been considered the reference implementation

for the 6TiSCH protocol stack, including in 6TiSCH interoper-

ability events. Its use in research and industrial applications is

increasing and OpenWSN is now supported on the most popu-

lar platforms. There are several tutorials available. OpenWSN

includes the OpenSim emulator, detailed below.

Contiki4 is an open-source operating system targeting low-

power devices and aiming to provide the user with a complete

toolbox for the design of IoT solutions. There are plenty of

examples on how to use it online, and it is coupled elegantly

with the Cooja simulator, which enables simulation of a

protocol implementation before it is deployed in a testbed.

Currently Contiki supports TSCH.

RIOT5 is an open-source operating system for the IoT. It is

developer friendly, as it allows easy programming in C/C++

and is supported by a wide range of platforms. Currently RIOT

supports TSCH through the OpenWSN project.

B. Open Hardware Platforms

In principle, all hardware platforms that include a micro-

controller and an IEEE802.15.4 radio transceiver are sus-

ceptible of implementing the 6TiSCH stack, since the core

requirement to support it is a timer with capture and compare

registers. For example, the 6TiSCH stack has been successfully

ported on the TelosB platform, which was developed at UC

Berkeley back in 2004. Modern platforms based on the Cortex-

M architecture are better suited to support the 6TiSCH stack

given the fact that they are less constrained in terms of RAM

and Flash memory.

A good example is the OpenMote platform6 (Fig. 2), which

was developed at UC Berkeley in 2013 as a replacement

for the TelosB. The OpenMote platform is based on the

Texas Instruments CC2538 System on Chip (SoC). The main

advantage of the SoC architecture compared to the dual-chip

approach is that it removes the timing limitations associated

to the micro-controller to radio transceiver communications

based on a bus. This is particularly important for the 6TiSCH

time sensitive implementation.

C. Open Testbeds

Testbeds are an important tool for teaching since they enable

large-scale experimentation while removing the need for each

student to buy hardware [8].

3 https://www.openwsn.org/
4 http://www.contiki-os.org/
5 https://riot-os.org/
6 http://www.openmote.com/

Fig. 2. The OpenMote platform with the OpenUSB carrier board. The
OpenUSB contains various sensors (temperature, relative humidity, light, 3-
axis acceleration) and allows a user to reprogram it over USB.

The IoT-Lab7 is a 2728-node testbed deployed over 7

locations in France and Germany. Three main hardware plat-

forms are supported in the IoT-LAB to conduct experiments,

representative of the variety of IoT hardware. IoT-LAB offers

a web-based reservation system, a set of tools that enable

application development and real-time debugging, and tools

to measure current consumption.

TutorNet8 is a 100-node low-power wireless embedded IoT

testbed that has been operational for nearly 10 years. It has

been used for research and teaching of many wireless sensor

network protocols, including multi-channel scheduling and

routing protocols relevant to 6TiSCH. Originally consisting

of TMote Sky nodes, it is currently being upgraded to the

OpenMote platform to support new operating systems, such

as OpenWSN and RIOT, and new standards such as 6TiSCH.

The testbed allows researchers to deploy code on any subset

of nodes, run the experiments and collect the data. Currently

visual tools to program the nodes are being developed and

the whole software package is being documented to allow for

replication in other institutions.

D. “Pre-6TiSCH” Commercial Off-the-Shelf Solutions

The 6TiSCH standardization process is not finished yet,

so commercial 6TiSCH products do not exist. That being

said, several “pre-6TiSCH” commercial solutions exist, which

combine the industrial performance of TSCH with an IPv6-

enabled stack in a way very similar to the approach taken by

6TiSCH.

One example is Linear Technology’s SmartMesh IP product

line, which has been commercially available since 2011. The

specificity of this solution is that Linear Technology manu-

factures its own system-on-chip. The result is a best-in-class

solution which achieves over 99.999% end-to-end reliability

and over a decade of battery lifetime. A SmartMesh IP starter

kit9 (Fig. 3) is available which contains all the pieces necessary

to build and benchmark a network. This kit has been used for

numerous courses and educational material.

E. Simulation Platforms

Several tools have been created to simulate the performance

of a 6TiSCH network.

7 https://www.iot-lab.info/
8 http://anrg.usc.edu/www/tutornet/
9 http://www.linear.com/solutions/3106
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Fig. 3. Linear Technology’s SmartMesh IP starter kit allows students to
experiment with the market leading low-power wireless IIoT solution.

NS-3 is the most widely adopted tool for network simula-

tion. It provides a large database of protocols, tools and prop-

agation models to emulate almost any kind of network. There

are several ongoing efforts to add support for IEEE802.15.4

TSCH and 6TiSCH10.

The 6TiSCH simulator11 is a Python-based high-level

simulator maintained by the 6TiSCH working group. It al-

lows students vto benchmark the performance of a network

implementing the full 6TiSCH stack.

OpenSim is the emulator which is part of the OpenWSN

project. That is, the OpenWSN firmware can be compiled as

a Python extension module, and run within OpenVisualizer,

the OpenWSN software running on the gateway computer.

In this setup, the same firmware runs, allows debugging and

performance estimation without requiring real hardware.

Cooja is a network simulator linked to the Contiki project.

It is developed in Java and is built around the concept of the

COOJA mote. The Contiki native code, written in C, is com-

piled as a shared library for the MSP430 16-bit architecture

using the GCC tool-chain for the MSP430 platform. Since

Contiki supports the 6TiSCH stack using a platform-agnostic

approach, it is possible to simulate the operation of a node

and a whole 6TiSCH network in Cooja.

F. Miscellaneous Tools

The channel-hopping nature of a 6TiSCH networks makes

it challenging to capture over-the-air traffic, as typical sniffers

can only listen to a single channel at a time. Beamlogic’s

sniffer12 listens to all 16 frequencies in the 2.4 GHz band

simultaneously, thus allowing to capture all packets on air.

The Argus project https://github.com/openwsn-berkeley/argus

builds upon it to allow co-located students to share one sniffer

through the Internet.

Recent versions of Wireshark13 come with 6TiSCH dis-

sectors, including IEEE802.15.4-2015 and the 6TiSCH 6top

protocol. These dissectors are developed and maintained by

the OpenWSN project team14.

10 https://github.com/EIT-ICT-RICH/ns-3-dev-TSCH
11 https://bitbucket.org/6tisch/simulator/
12 http://www.beamlogic.com/
13 https://www.wireshark.org/
14 https://github.com/openwsn-berkeley/dissectors

There are countless CoAP libraries written in virtually all

programming languages (including Python15), which allow

to add CoAP support to computer applications. The Copper

extension to the Firefox browser16 is still the most easy to use.

G. Available Experimental Results

Over the last couple of years dozens of papers have

been published presenting results on reliability [9], energy

consumption [10], synchronization accuracy [11] of 6TiSCH,

complemented with application results exploiting and evalu-

ating the 6TiSCH technology [12], [13]. These results bring

fundamental insights into the performance of 6TiSCH.

V. TEACHING THE IIOT WITH 6TISCH

The availability of numerous related resources and tools

make it easy to use 6TiSCH as a basis for an IIoT course. The

instructor’s role is to select the pieces he/she wants the students

to focus on and to assemble them in a logical order. With such

a diversity of educational focus points and tools to choose

from, we believe it would be wrong to recommend a single

course outline. Rather, we highlight in Sections V-A and V-B

the two main questions an instructor should ask him/herself

when preparing a 6TiSCH-based course. For the instructors

in a hurry, Section V-C lists several completely packaged and

ready-to-teach 6TiSCH material.

A. Add to Existing Course or New Course?

As an instructor, a first question to ask is whether the IIoT

material will be added to an existing course, or whether it will

be the base for a full new course.

The first approach is adding 6TiSCH to an existing course.

Courses suitable for such an addition include introductory

courses on computer networks, wireless networks, distributed

systems and embedded systems. Materials pertinent to 6TiSCH

could be taught as a single module to illustrate concepts

ranging from protocol layering in computer networks to

interference mitigation in wireless networks. Alternatively,

they may be inter-leaved throughout the course, for instance

by exposing students sequentially to different layers of the

6TiSCH stack, as they cover different layers of the protocol

stack in a bottom up (physical to application layer) or top-

down (application to physical layer) manner.

The second approach is creating a full course based on

6TiSCH. The main challenge for such a course is that it

should be broad and multidisciplinary, going from hardware

all the way up to the application layer. When relying on the

6TiSCH standard, it is possible to cover all required protocols

and technologies in one course, as 6TiSCH is supported by

a broad range of tools used in networking design and test,

from analysis to implementation. Within a full 6TiSCH course,

we recommend a four-fold methodology that allows to cover

both the theoretical and hands-on knowledge: (i) Deployment,

(ii) Simulation, (iii) Testbeds, (iv) Analysis. Depending on the

15 https://github.com/openwsn-berkeley/coap
16 https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/copper-270430/
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choice of the instructor, it is possible to first start with hands-

on experiments and then gradually move to simulation and

analysis for understanding and explaining the experimental

results. Alternatively, a course can follow the traditional design

flow starting from analysis, to design and simulation and

finally deployment.

B. Open-Source or Commercial?

One important question to ask ourselves as instructors is

whether to use an open-source implementation (Section IV-A)

or an off-the-shelf commercial solution (Section IV-D).

Understanding the distinction is crucial, and it is important

for students to also understand it. No matter the enthusiasm

of the communities behind them, open-source implementations

are never at the level of commercial solutions. The latter tend

to “just work”, while the former are often riddled with little

bugs and undocumented subtleties, even if they might appear

similar on paper.

As educators ourselves, our rule-of-thumb has been simple.

For a course which focuses on building a real system that

just works, we use a commercial solution for the low-power

wireless portion. For a course which focuses on the internals

of the wireless system, an open-source implementation is

acceptable, as long as the students are reasonably comfortable

with the tools involved.

Building an IIoT system is complex, as it consists of a

chain of elements (sensors, operating system, protocol stack,

back-end system, etc.) where each of which can fail. In our

experience, using a commercial solution has allowed students

to “go further” and build more polished solutions, at the cost of

hiding some of the details of the low-power wireless network.

C. Teaching Track Record and Teaching Resources

The authors of this article have been using 6TiSCH as

a vehicle for teaching the IIoT from half-day tutorials at

conferences to a multi-week advanced undergraduate teaching

courses. As a result, a lot of material has been prepared which

is readily available for instructors to use.

For a course using the open-source approach, the OpenWSN

project has been the foundation for half a dozen short-courses.

All the material, including presented slides, virtual machines

and pictures are maintained on the project website.

For a course using the commercial approach, the DustCloud

community17 has been maintaining the “Dust Academy”, a se-

ries of 32 labs student can follow using a SmartMesh IP starter

kit. This material is ready to be presented and instructors can

get access to instructor-specific material, including answers to

the questions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The 6TiSCH stack is an educational goldmine. It is a

combination of protocols for the IIoT, resulting from a rigorous

standardization process in the most prominent standardization

development organizations. The 6TiSCH stack is widely seen

as the key enabler for the IIoT, as it combines the performance

17 http://www.dustcloud.org/

of proven industrial low-power wireless communication tech-

nologies with the ease of use of an IPv6-enabled stack. A vi-

brant community has built around it, making a plethora of tools

and resources available to the instructors, from open-source

implementations to “pre-6TiSCH” commercial products.

This article serves as a guide for the instructor to teaching

an IIoT course using 6TiSCH. Rather than recommending a

single approach, it describes the educational focus points of

an IIoT course, provides an exhaustive list of the tools and

resource available, and discusses the key options an instructor

has to take when preparing the course.
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